
A virtual summit powered by



Program
9:15 BST 
10:15 CET

Devising use-cases, demos, and discussion

10:15 BST
11:15 CET 

Break

10:30 BST
11:30 CET

Successful implementation roundtable
o Martin Kleiner, Sr Business Engagement Lead, Axis Re Europe
o Haonan Wu, Head of Data Science, Synechron UK
o Tom Allen, Founder, The AI Journal

11:15 BST
12:15 CET

Closing statement 



A virtual summit 
powered by

How can we devise 
a workable use 
case?

Fabio Settimo
Account Executive

Claudio Jordi
Solution Engineer





“Fear is the lubricant of creativity”
Giovanni Fusetti, physical theatre teacher

They have to learn how to coexist and you must learn to 
accept them both, if you want to invent things.





AI Fabio

Jean-Louis Barrault and Etienne Decroux in Les Enfants du Paradis, 1945



Using a technique multiplies 
the possibilities of the actor, 

allows him to do what he 
wants, not only what he can. 

In this way, it is a door open 
towards more freedom and 
imagination and more clarity in 
the execution.



Technique
a way of carrying out a particular task



Think of AI as an umbrella term
In computer science, AI encompasses subfields such as robotics, 
machine learning, expert systems and natural language processing

In business, define the candidates that are suitable for 
machine augmentation.



“Augmentation may include automation 
and/or collaboration between 
technology and humans on the various 
tasks that make up work processes

Depending on the need, the immediate goals of augmentation might 
include making a process more efficient by automating highly repetitive 
tasks so that a human worker can concentrate on aspects that are 
more unpredictable, or that machines cannot yet handle”

Publication by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston

https://www.bostonfed.org/publications/invested/2019/issue-three/augmentation-the-promise-and-possibility-of-human-machine-collaboration.aspx






Fabio Fear

Jean-Louis Barrault and Etienne Decroux in Les Enfants du Paradis, 1945







1. Imagine the data vision

2. Break it down into a menu of workable use cases

3. Prioritize the use cases with highest impact and balanced 
effort

- Repeat 



360° View

RFP & meeting preparation

Deal origination & prospecting

Content delivery & idea generation

Product propensity & sentiment

Trends & themes KPIs

Pattern & anomaly detection

Triage & prioritization

Scoring & segmentation

Pipeline & workflow intelligence



Are your win rates influenced by 
responsiveness? 

Do you need to act quickly not to 
miss out?
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Let’s continue the conversation

linkedin.com/company/squirro

facebook.com/squirro

twitter.com/squirro

squirro.com/blog/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/squirroag
https://www.facebook.com/squirro
https://twitter.com/Squirro
https://squirro.com/blog/


Thank you!


